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Abstract: In this research; we define a quantum intelligence for any creature 
and consider its communications with free intelligences in environment. To this 
aim; we use of experiences on near death times.  Some patients near death time 
lose ability of speech and see things like spirit; soul and evils. Question arises 
that if these creatures are real? To response; a team has asked from patients who
return from Coma. They have reported similar observations. Also; some of them
have claimed that not only saw all events in environment but even communicate
with some persons during coma. To test reality; a holography for a sleeping 
person has been designed. The sleeping person not only saw the predicred 
scenes of holography but observed more creatures and silent eyes and faces 
from dead persons. Summing over these considerations; one conclude that any 
creature has an intelligence. Signature of this  intelligence may be seen in 
quantum scales.This  quantum intelligence employs matter and energy and build
body of creature.Then; maybe; soul enters to it. Thus; intelligence may be a 
thing separated of matter and soul or spirit. The place of intelligence isnt 
limitted to brain but brain even makes some errors in process of its 
communications with environment. For example; brain removes  images that its 
analyzers diagnose as non reasoning pictures like images of souls and evils from
visible scenes in normal conditions. But; near death; analyzers of brain lose 
their ability and all creatures even those non reasoning ones like evils and souls 
could be seen. After body or brain death; intelligence becomes free and could 
continue its life and communication with other intelligences. But; intelligences 
that are confined to bodies; see free intelligences with the shape of initial bodies
that they were confined  to them when they were alive or with the shape of evils
or holy persons. Maybe; in good conditions of envirnment and space-time; free 
intelligences employ matters or energies and rebuild creatures again.
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I.Introduction

Up to date; many investigations on near death observations have been done and 
many theories for events and behaviours of patients have been proposed 1-4. 
Some problems like losing the ability of speech or observing terrible creatures; 
evils and souls are under considerations of both scientists and religious 
institutions. Religious scientists are trying to use of these observations to assert 
the existence of God and resurrection. But; some other scientists tend to remove
these images from last times of human life and reduce his or her pain .

For both group; understanding the origin of these images on near death times is 
very important. Unfortunately; no body of dead persons returns that we ask him 
about reality of images and facts. For this reason; scientists focus on patients 
who return from Coma 5-8.  Although; Coma is different from death but body 
loses some of its ability and some conditions like those in near death states are 
occured. Patients after Coma report some problems and events that are very 
similar to reports of patients on near death times. However; yet; stories couldnt 
show the origin of observing soul and evils and things like them.

Recently; some considerations focus on quantum brain; quantum mind and 
quantum consciouness 9-12. Even; newly; quantum soul is added to literature 13,14.
Thus; it seems that quantum mechanics may help to solve this problem and find 
the origin of observed soul and spirit or evil on near death time.

In this article; we suggest a new definition for creatures and specially their 
intelligences and show that how brain and intelligence play with each other and 
environment. These plays may be the real origin of appearance of wonderful 
images on near death times. In fact; Spirits or evils are also some types of free 
intelligences in nature that show them as creatures.

II.Method:

1.We consider behaviour of several patients near death time and try to 
understand their observations.

2.We reconsider results of investigations of an Iranian researcher 8 and his group
who work on observations of patients during Coma.



3 .We design a holography for sleepping persons to communicate with evils; 
souls and extra intelligences in environment.

III. Results

III-A. Brains remove non reasoning images in normal conditions but lose 
their analyzer near death time

We have considered behaviour of several persons near death time. Most of them
lose their ability to speech and have to use of  body and sign language and 
hand/hrad movement instead of normal speech. Some of them were depressed 
and some claimed that see some methaphysical persons or objects; evils; souls; 
spirit or angel or even christ and holy man or woman. For example; there was a 
man with the name of Ibrahim with the age around 63. Near death time; he lost 
his speech. While he was sick; sometimes tries to stand and respect to some 
invisible persons. Even; he wanted us to respect to those persons so. However; 
we didnt see any and for this reason wonder of his behaviour. His family 
believe that he was trying to call a holy man like Christ or Ali. A scientist who 
was with us; believe that this is only an error in brain mechanism that occurs 
near death. This man; all of his life had some beliefs and now he is seeing them.
Another example was a  woman with the age of 42 who had beast cancer . Near 
her death; we tried to consider her behaviour. She lost the ability of speech first.
Then; eventually; we observed non normal behaviour of her. She took refuge in 
her family from some evils that she claimed they are going to hurt her. Her  
family said that she wasnt calm for several days from time of losing speech and 
tried to scape from some evils .  These types of  stories are existed in any 
culture or city. For example; we have heard a woman with breast cancer who 
lost her kid (her boy) in an accident;  was seeing him and even hug him near 
death time.Some scientists believe that  these behaviours are normal actions 
before death and observing invisible things are due to errors in mechanism of 
brain .

Maybe; there were another scientific reason for seeing those wonderful 
creatures near death so. In next sections; we propose some reasons that those 
invisible creatures may be real and our brains remove their images because; our 
brains have some analyzers that diagnose non reasoning pictures in world and 
delete them from scenes. However; near death; these analyzers lose their ability 
and brains show scenes with all details (See Figure 1).

III-B: Observations of patients in Coma States



One of best ways to understand reality of observed creatures near death is 
asking of people who experience conditions similar to death and return from it. 
An Iranian researcher 8    who works on near death and Coma sciences; formed a 
team and began asking patients who return from Coma.  Most of these patients 
disclose wonderful facts. For example:

A.Patients mostly saw events which occur for their family when they were in 
Coma. Their eyes couldnt see those events. Thus; vision occurs through non 
known process.

B. Some patients saw dead persons of their family and obtained information that
they havent them in previous normal life. For example; a person saw mother of 
his grand mother and notice a sign on her body. After return to life; he ask of 
old friends and family and they confirmed that sign.

C. Some patients even communicate with some bodies during Coma. For 
example; a man was seeing that a kid who was mentally retarded; and was boy  
of his family was losing the way of his home and for this reason; took his hand 
and advise him to go his home.  His family and that kid confirmed  this story. 
Although; his family didnt see him and only see that kid returns without any 
help like the condition that a person help and advise him. Kid himself said that 
patient took his hand and advise him. Patient also said the same story.

D.  Another wonderful story was corresponded to a boy who lost his family and 
his dead aunt took his hand and advise him up to home.

These stories show that really spirit; soul and evils are existed and our brain or 
body is able to see them; however; analyzers of brain in normal conditions 
remove non reasoning images.  However; in Coma state or near and after death; 
analyzers lose their ability and we could see all facts. However; the question 
arises that genus of spirit and evil should be different from known matter; thus; 
how; they could be seen. Response may be that meaning of spirit or evil is their 
intelligences. Intelligence is a fact separated from matter and soul and acts like a
connector between them. Intelligence employs matter and build creatures and 
then spirit and soul enter to them. Every body has an intelligence that is 
confinded to it. Its place isnt brain. Brain controls communicate of intelligence 
with other intelligences. For example; in normal conditions; analyzers of  brain 
remove communications with free intelligences that have no body. However; 
near death or Coma; intelligence communicate with other intelligences even 
those are free. But parts of brain which are active; build some shapes for free 
intelligences .



III-C: Induction of a  Holography into observations of a sleepping person

To test reality of observations near death time; one can use of a holography. 
Author wanted of a friend to help him in building a holography. A night; his 
friend produces sound of wind and water and evil; when author was sleeping. 
Author saw himself that is on a ship and caught in a storm. That friend warned 
that will eat author. Author saw that eyes of friend are similar to eyes of an evil.
Although; in that time; author approximately lost control on holography; 
however after waking up and exchanging information with his friend; notice 
main problem. During this hologram;  some extra eyes and creatures beyond 
designed holography were existed. Those eyes were observing holography and 
be silent. Some faces and eyes were similar to some dead persons of his family. 
Playing with brain through designing holographies may cause that we reach to 
fact and communicate with extra free intelligences in environment.

Discussion

It seems that each creature has a general quantum intelligence. Even after death;
this quantum intelligence remains. From other side; intelligences could 
communicate with each other like communications of people. However; when 
an intelligence is confined to body; it seems that brain remove pictures or 
effects of free intelligences in normal conditions. For this reason; we dont see 
any wonderful picture. Near death time; brain loses this ability and free 
intelligence could communicate and close to intelligence of a person. That 
person see free intelligence with the shape of its initial body that a day was 
confined to it; like body of dead family or holy persons or evils or other 
creatures. 

 Maybe one ask that what will be role of cells? It seems that each cell also has 
an intelligence independently; however;  that big intelligence may manage 
intelligences of cells and employ them in building the general body. 

If this theory be true; a new doors to world may be openned. For example; free 
intelligences could help human to return dead persons. 

There is a solution for tumors through this quantum intelligence so.

Conclusion:



Intelligence is a thing beyond body and brain however it isnt spirit and soul. 
This thing or creature employ matters and energy and build our bodies. Place of 
intelligence isnt limitted to brain. Even brain sometimes make error in process 
of exchanging information between intelligence and environment and remove 
some images. After destroying brain; intelligence use of other mechanism to 
continue process of seeing and communicating with environment. Even; we can 
claim more and believe that intelligence remain alive after death and 
communicate with other intelligences and environment. If there is a brain for 
one intelligence; it sees other intelligence as a creature similar to what brain 
image it. Without brains; intelligences communicate more better. For this 
reason; two intelligences which are free from body and analyzers of body ; 
could communicate even after death of bodies. This definition helps human to 
hope for returning after death. Because; intelligence could employ matters and 
energy and build body again.
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Figure 1: Brains in normal conditions remove non reasoning pictures from
scenes; while near death; lose this ability and all images could be seen.
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